
Dear Jim, 	 10/27/76 

While awaiting the coning of the hortioulturalist who is going to have the waxy 
scale examined I've takes a little time to check my own files on today's Pose's Korea 

and Venesuelae -based bombing of the euban plane. 
By the way, I was given Dick Russell's story on Bosch in 'Iew Times. Very little if 

indeed any of it is new. 
Not criticism. Drawing the ends together is useful. 
However, you'll find some of this in a memo I did on "Zero." I forgot to date it. 

It is close to the date of the AP dispatch on which it is based, 4/18/74 or two and a 
half 'tears ago. 

I'm sorry it is net possible for me to talk to the IPS ieople about this or any-
thing related to it now because of their irresponsible attachment to Lane. 

(I have difficulty understanding hare Raakin's clear attachment to Lane. He did a 
pieoe for the Yale Law Review on Lane's bock toward the end of 1966. I spent much time 
guiding him around the numerous factual errors. But when the piece appeared it was on 
Lane's book only. Raskin and Barnet also know much about my works. In effort to turn them 
on years age I showed them records they said frightened them.) 

I'm not at all sure I can help them. But what Russell did not have in his story that 
in my work dates to about 1968 - part of what was edited out of Coup d'Etat - some of 
those characters have previous records of using CIA explosives and their CIA training in 
domeatic bombings here in the U.S. 

I mean the inference; that the FBI's investigation will have to get around all pos-
sibilities of U.S. involvement in the Peletier ease. If this is something they'd like to 
follow up on I think I can help, with exactly what I tried without success to get blacks 
to do with the bombing of the oar during the Rap Brown case hear l/elair, "de However, I 
believe this would not be premature and if initiated too soon could be self-defeating. 

When the papers were eugeesting that the "Zero" assassinations were Castroite I 
said in this memo the opeosite had to be the fact. If you read the parenthetical com-
ment, graf 3, you'll note that I traced the plot to one of Bunt's novels. it does come 
right from that work tee name of which I've forgotten. However, I did annotate it as I 
read it. It is one of which you of JDW sent me a xE.rox, I think. 

It may wean nothing that the actuality of these assassinations has this political 
origin in the writing of their political hero. But is it not fascinating? Does it not 
also suggest the real harm froi the wrong-headed accusations against aunt by the 
Weberi aniacs? 

iy penultimate graf, with the usual typos, nonthelese is accurate in its forecast 
free what has come to light about Bosch and his amalgamationst"nev revanchist groups(sio) 
of some rather small size that may be taking revenge." Read this as "new revanchist 
group of sons of rather small size..." 

It is no comfort to have seen clearly when the seeing was to no Rolla. 

Thera is a fascinating twist to the leaking of this Korean story at this juncture. 
It is all in terms of Congresamen who were given contributions by our not new Perk, where 
again wo saw without anyone having any interest. I an confident that where the Koreans 
really need and reoeivee help was in the executive agencies. Not a weed has come out 
about this. Only what helps Ford in his campaign, partly against the Congress. 

From my own experience the story is wrong in what it says and quotes State on regard-
ing diplomatic immunity. in my reporting eays, about 1931 or 1932, I caused an international 
incident by reporting the actual arrest of the 'ritish ambassador for speeding through 
Rework, vol. Stab's protest included an emissary to my paper. Theyprotested even accurate 
reporting. et was alas funny. The speeding diplomatic oar covered the chasing police chief 

and his motorcyole with mud. 
What is sort of amusing in all of this: is how we were led to Park. It says that there 

has not been a time when the government could not do something about him had it wanted to 

as well as why it did not went to. era I correct in believing we found VA links throu.3h 

the various fronts, not just what was so interesting about the eeorgetjen Club - and its 
part in Hunt's trash, especially the anti-Kennedy. Hastily, 



"Zero" AP in SF Chiron 4/13/74 
Th.) reporting I saw on the murder of Jose Elias de la Torriente made no reference 

to that of Arturo Rodriguez Vives or to "Zero." There were infererences the murder was 
of eastroito origin. ittle could 1x more improbable. 

The inferenceo of this story do make sense, that those who consider themselves real patriot anti-Castroite are determined to Bbd mix the dtealing of liberation funds, as 
they seo it. 

(This is not at all new. Remember Hunt's novel with that as its theme?) 
What is not generally an, reciated is the number of millionaires who g:A: their 

millions, or enouLfh of Clem, out of Cuba in tine. There was a story once of about 30 
of them in the Miami area alone. 

Others grew wealthy of their compatriots. 
And there were racketeers without crud. Even Arcacha, on a relatibel* small scale, had to leave Now Orleans over his crookednew. (So, he ::tole a oar for his escape but with a Logan. Act charge against him was mayor prosecuted.) 
I guess there is also the possibility that thii is a ne,./ revanehiat groups of some rather small  size that may be taking revenge on those of wbalth who will not 

hel finance their activities. 
• 

With Uubans of this combination of stripes, almost anything J.L., pcssible. 
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JOSE TORRIENTE 
He was fatally shot 


